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Abstract: The aim of this study is to investigate the opinions of the secondary and high school 
mathematics teachers and mathematics teacher candidates who have been educated about HTTM 
learning process and experienced HTTM activities in the classroom environment about HTTM 
learning process. The study is a basic qualitative research study conducted with a qualitative 
understanding. The sample of the study consisted of three secondary school maths teachers 
working in different secondary schools and three high school math teachers working in different 
high schools in Turkey during 2016-2017 academic year, five senior class students who are 
secondary school mathematics teacher candidates taking teaching practice course and applying 
teaching practices at different secondary schools and five high school mathematics teacher 
candidates applying teaching practices at different high schools. The data of the study is comprised 
of video analysis of the interviews conducted through semi-structured interview form with the 
secondary and high school mathematics teachers and mathematics teacher candidates. Content 
analysis technique was used in the research. As a result of the data analysis, a two-dimensional 
structure related to HTTM learning process was obtained. In the first dimension of the findings 15 
themes were obtained. These are preparation, time, flexibility, interdisciplinary nature, 
contemporary skills, technology integration, history of science integration, working with groups, 
metacognitive skills, conceptual understanding, projects, problem posing, motivation, evaluation 
and teacher competency. In the second dimension of the findings; benefits, difficulties and 
suggestions related to 15 themes were put forward. 

Key words: Mathematics teacher education, learning theories, mathematical modeling, 
educational technology, history of mathematics. 

1. Introduction  
Throughout life, learning processes of an individual take place in a variety of different environments. 
However, educators focus more on schools and classrooms as learning environments. There are many 
studies indicating that schools and classrooms are directly effective in students' learning process, 
developing mathematical skills and succeeding in life. Therefore, the design of effective learning 
environments in schools is an important goal for researchers and educators. 

To ensure the outcome of the purpose of mathematics education and to produce critical and reflective 
thinkers who are prepared to solve problems in their lives, attention must be given to important and 
relevant mathematics (Brenner, 1998). Mathematical modeling, which is an important tool to achieve 
this, is the process of expressing a situation/event in real life mathematically and explaining it with the 
help of mathematical models (Berry & Houston, 1995; Blum & Niss, 1991). Mathematical modeling is 
an effective instrument in the process of assessing students (Borromeo Ferri, 2013; Hıdıroğlu & Özkan 
Hıdıroğlu, 2016; Peter Koop, 2009), and by being used as an activity/problem in the learning process, 
it provides students with a rich learning environment that includes a rich cognitive and metacognitive 
process (Borromeo Ferri, 2006; 2010; Hıdıroğlu, 2012; 2015; Hıdıroğlu & Bukova Güzel, 2013; 2014; 
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2015; 2016; 2017; Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Maaβ, 2006; Stillman, Galbraith, Brown & Edwards, 2007)  
in order to develop the necessary knowledge and skills. Mathematical modeling ensures a richer 
learning experience as it embraces the aspect of doing mathematics (Burkhardt, 2006). Average 
learners are capable of forming powerful mathematical models and constructs: These conceptual 
systems that form the basis of these models are often more sophisticated than those they are currently 
taught in schools (Kaiser & Schwarz, 2006; Lesh & English, 2005). 

1. 1. The Modeling Perspectives and the Place of HTTM in Modeling Perspectives 

Due to some differences in researchers' philosophies, goals, subject areas and educational 
understandings, studies on mathematical modeling are handled in six categories: Educational 
(didactical and conceptual), theoretical [epistemological], realistic [applied], contextual, sosyo-critical 
ve cognitive-metacognitive modeling (Blomhøj, 2009; Kaiser, 2005; Kaiser & Sriraman, 2006). 
Although these six perspectives differ from each other in some issues, they play important roles in 
supporting each other in various points and thoughts (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016). 

(1) Realistic/applied modeling basically aims to develop problem solving and modeling skills. It draws 
attention to the use of mathematical knowledge in different contexts by making use of problem 
situations in engineering and other fields. (2) Theoretical (epistemological) modeling tries to reveal the 
mathematical concepts and theories in the solution of modeling problems and the relationship between 
these by giving secondary importance to real life context. (3) Socio-critical modeling focuses on the 
socio-cultural and ethno-math dimensions of mathematics. According to this approach, through maths 
teaching, students should be adorned with critical thinking skills that can be specifically used for their 
own society and cultural structure. (4) Contextual modeling deals with meaningful and complicated 
real-life situations that are far from artificiality. (5) Educational (didactical and conceptual) modeling 
can be considered as a kind of combination of realistic and contextual modeling approaches. In order 
to better serve the basic purpose in educational modeling, limitations can be made in learning 
environments and mathematical modeling problems (closed-ended problems). (6) Cognitive-
metacognitive modeling focuses on students' mental actions in modeling process. In this process, it is 
crucial to analyze cognitive and metacognitive thinking processes and to determine their roles and 
relationships. 

All these modeling approaches basically aim to ensure learning and to educate more successful 
individuals in real life. On the other hand, different points prioritised by each of them change their 
focus and cause them to give less importance to some essential issues. Effective learning environments 
can be designed by taking into account both these prioritised important points and the ones that are 
ignored, and by blending them effectively in the learning process (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 
2016). HTTM (HistoryTheoryTechnologyModeling) learning approach, which was developed with 
this consideration and with a holistic-pragmatist understanding, includes a rich and novel learning 
process with its four-dimensional and multi-stage structure. 

1.1.1. HTTM Learning Perspective and the Dimensions of HTTM (History/ Theory/ Technology/ 
Modeling). HTTM learning model aims to develop concepts and modeling skills in a technology- and 
modeling-aided medium by utilizing the history of science and the theories in mathematics, physics, 
chemistry and biology during learning process. The most fundamental dimension of HTTM learning 
model is mathematical modeling (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016; see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Dimensions of HTTM learning model 

In modeling dimension of HTTM (1), different models such as physical, mental, simulation, 
mathematical, emergent and hypothetico-deductive models that emerge during the mathematical 
modeling process are of great importance in the simplification and elaboration of a theory, in the 
elucidation of a concept, in the association of concepts, in the discovery of deficiencies or 
misconceptions in conceptual development, and in the description of the relationships between real life 
and disciplines. (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016). In the history of science dimension of HTTM 
(2), discovering the relationships between the scientific progress in the history of science and theories 
and concepts will provide a rich mental process both in the development of concepts and in the 
discovery of theories (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016; Swetz, 1994). Piaget (1978) also proposed 
that historical evolutionary processes of concepts should be known in order to assure conceptual 
understanding. According to technology dimension of HTTM learning process (3); current technology 
should be actively used with the integration of dynamic math and geometry softwares, video, 
animation and photographs (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016). In theory dimension of HTTM (4), 
the emergence of theories in the historical process and their interactions with the concepts are 
important. In this way, the importance of discoveries and inventions in history is taught and it is 
revealed how concepts and theorems are developed. 

1.1.2. The Learning Cycle Model of HTTM (Components and Basic Steps). HTTM learning model 
consists of nine key components and eight key steps that connect these components to each other 
(Hıdıroğlu and Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016; see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. The learning process of HTTM model (Components and basic steps) 

In HTTM learning process, newspaper article consists of the written texts including real life 
situations/events supported by the history of science. In newspaper article, prominent figures in the 
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history of science, concepts, theories, theorems, events are presented through narrating in story form. 
Readiness questions in HTTM are the questions that enable students to understand and internalize the 
scenario in the newspaper article and reveal the problem situation. Problem situation in HTTM is a 
mathematical modeling problem. The problem handled should be open-ended and it should be 
structured according to the level of students. The problem situation can be adjusted so that it can be 
suitable for the level of each student. The problem situation can be of two different types: Holistic and 
atomistic problem situation.  

In step 3 (see Figure 2), the technology-supported mathematical modeling process (individual or 
collaborative working) emerges (see Figure 3). The technology-supported mathematical modeling 
cycle consists of nine basic components (complex real world situation, real world problem situation, 
model of real world problem situation, sub-mathematical models, main mathematical model/s, 
mathematical solution, real world solution, solution decision and solution report) and nine basic steps 
(problem analysis, constructing a systematic structure, mathematization, meta-mathematization, 
mathematical analysis, interpretation, validation, revising and reporting). In addition, auxiliary 
components such as mathematical results, real world results, computer model/s and mental 
representation of the situation model play an important role in the technology supported mathematical 
modeling. 

 
Real World Mathematical World Technological World 

Figure 3. Technology-supported mathematical modelling cycle-Worlds, components and steps (Hıdıroğlu, 2015) 

Solution reports in HTTM are the technology-aided written or visual reports that reflect the solutions 
of the student/student groups regarding the problem situation. In HTTM learning process, students 
generate many different models in the solution report (see Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. The different models revealed in HTTM learning process 
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In HTTM learning process, students reach their ideal solutions after discussing different solutions in the 
classroom environment. In the next stage, they design an updated modeling problem (i.e. that is important 
currently) with the help of what they have used and discovered in the solution. In HTTM learning process, by 
establishing associations between their solutions and the solutions of the problem they have designed, students 
give rise to dual modeling process (Saeki & Matsuzaki, 2013) that has taken it place in the literature. The most 
important features of problem posing and dual modeling process in HTTM learning process are involving 
students in high level conceptual learning process, developing their creative thinking skills and creating 
opportunities for them to develop innovative high level mathematical models. When the literature is reviewed, it 
is seen that two different expressions emerge for these high level mathematical models: Emergent or 
hypothetico-deductive mathematical models. 

1. 2. Importance of the Study 

Two of the most important goals of mathematics education are to make students aware of the 
importance of overcoming real-life problems and to enable them to learn how to use their 
mathematical and technological knowledge and skills effectively in this process (Clayton, 1999). The 
rapid development of technology and its increasing importance and effect on education (Hohenwarter, 
Hohenwarter, Kreis & Lavicza, 2008) make it important to consider the need for more quality 
dynamic math / geometry software and technological tools that can be used in education and the ways 
to use these tools more effectively in the learning process (Hıdıroğlu, 2015; Lingefjärd, 2000). 
According to Hıdıroğlu and Bukova Güzel (2014), thanks to technological software and tools students 
have the opportunity to compare the relationships between geometric and algebraic representations; 
examine mathematical or physical concepts through multiple representations; study interactively 
between the table, the algebra and the geometry; and make mental transitions between different fields 
thanks to these tools' acting as a bridge between geometry, algebra and analysis. In HTTM learning 
process, mathematical modeling problems arising from the history of science are dealt with the help of 
dynamic software (GeoGebra, Maple, Derive, Cabri, etc.). In addition to software, videos and 
animations that include high level of interaction provide opportunities for students to design problems, 
solve problems, observe the results by redefining conditions, create models, discover new 
relationships and features (Baki, 2002). National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM] (1998) 
also emphasizes not only how technology can best support mathematical learning, but also how the 
existence of technology will affect students' mathematical ability, different thinking, and conceptual 
skills. Accordingly, HTTM integrates different representations such as video (documentaries / films 
covering the history of science), photography (suitable for the problem case), 3D model / learning 
material (related to historical architectural structures or problem situation) into the learning process. 

The history of science and mathematics is a critical resource for students to use cognitive, affective 
and psychomotor skills, to follow the emergence and development of concepts, to realize the solutions 
of problems by experiencing them and to discover different models enriched with visuals that enable 
them to learn the concepts inside (Berlinghoff & Gouvea, 2004; Mitchell, 1995; Reimer & Reimer, 
1992; Swetz, 1994). According to NCTM (2000), mathematics education should be supported with 
learning environments enriched by the history of mathematics. According to Jankvist (2009) and Fried 
(2001), the problems selected from the history of science, various models used by mathematicians in 
history, the special situations they experienced, the life stories of the scientists, specşal periods from 
their lives and the effective pictures about them should be included in the curriculum. Jankvist (2009) 
emphasized that the history of mathematics and science can be handled as goals (whys) and tools 
(hows). In the learning process of HTTM, history of sciences and theories, as a tool, basically maintain 
the enrichment of the learning environments necessary for conceptual learning while they provide a 
broad perspective to the students on the content of history of science, its functioning and development 
of concepts as a goal. History of science and mathematics can focus on the problems and solutions of 
ancient mathematics scholars, reveal different possible solutions under limited conditions and present 
an important map of how to create a more effective cognitive-constructivist learning environment by 
considering the development processes of concepts (Siu, 2003; Swetz, 1994; Veljan, 2000). In this 
respect, the use of the history of mathematics and science in mathematics learning process is supported 
by many researchers (Bidwell, 1993; Ernest, 1998; Gulikers & Blom, 2001; Leng, 2006; Liu, 2003; 
Mcride & Rollins, 1977). At the same time, the history of mathematics presents the reasons behind the 
definitions, rules and formulas of mathematics. Historical problems and the responses given to these in 
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history enhance mathematical thinking skills and indicate the development process of mathematical 
concepts (Baki, 2014). According to Piaget (1973); the concepts are more easily understood by 
children when they are ranked from concrete to abstract, from easy to difficult or from known to 
unknown. Similarly, Bettelheim (1976) and Egan (1991) argued that if the connections between real 
events and subject matters are more firmly established, the concepts can be understood more quickly 
and will not be forgotten for a long time. HTTM learning process includes important scientists in the 
history of science, civilizations, problem situations, the emergence and development process of 
theories, theorems and concepts in the learning process. 

Gardner (2008) mentions five essential minds types for the future including the Disciplined mind, 
Synthesising mind, Creating mind, Respectful mind and Ethical Mind. The history of science and the 
intellectual development of science play a significant role for students to develop thoughts special to a 
certain discipline. However, the HTTM's potential to reveal different solutions, the process of group 
work and the stage of sharing the solutions are of great importance in increasing the respectful mind 
levels of students. HTTM highlights the importance of students' obtaining complicated and essential 
information from completely different sources (such as history of science, different student solutions / 
thoughts), their making sense of this information, using an objective perspective while evaluating their 
thoughts and integrating them in a meaningful way for themselves or their group. 

In this sense, HTTM creates environments that will enhance the Synthesising mind skills. The problem 
posing and dual modeling process in HTTM enables students to present original questions / solutions 
and go beyond their existing knowledge and synthesis to develop new things. This will improve their 
creating mind levels. In addition, Gardner (2008) and Anderson & Krathwohl (2001) emphasized the 
process of “discovery" in the learning process and mentioned that the rich learning environments 
containing this process couldn't be created. HTTM, on the other hand, enables the creation of such rich 
mental environments in the development process of high-level mathematical models (Hıdıroğlu, 
2018b). 

An important criterion for evaluating mathematics achievement of countries is international exams 
such as PISA and TIMSS. Turner (2007) states that the problems in PISA are related to daily life 
problems, that they are prepared by taking into account the skills needed today, that many of the 
problems in PISA include some phases of the modeling process, although not a complete 
mathematical modeling problem, that students with high modeling skills are more successful in such 
exams and that the difficulty of the problems is closely related to their including modeling stages of 
the related problems. Since HTTM exposes students with open-ended modeling problems in the 
learning process, it is an essential tool for the development of their modeling skills and thus the 
success of countries in international exams. 

Considering all these aspects, HTTM has the potential to create a rich learning process. In order for 
HTTM learning process to be implemented effectively, mathematics teacher candidates and 
mathematics teachers should have a positive perception about HTTM learning process and they should 
be trained in this direction. In addition, their views, as practitioners, on how to better implement 
HTTM are important. For this reason, the study was carried out with teachers and teacher candidates 
who had been trained for a while on HTTM and who had the opportunity to apply HTTM as a new 
learning approach in their secondary and high school level courses. In this way, it was aimed to get 
effective feedback about HTTM. 

Considering all these aspects, HTTM is thought to bring a different perspective to the literature, enrich 
the learning process with different dimensions and provide opportunities for rich mental processes in 
mathematics learning process. In this sense, the aim of this study is to investigate the opinions of the 
secondary and high school mathematics teachers and mathematics teacher candidates who have been 
educated about HTTM learning process and experienced HTTM activities in the classroom 
environment about HTTM learning process. In this way, it will be possible to reveal how a learning 
approach that takes into account the understanding of today's curriculums and which can be effective 
in the process of learning mathematics is perceived by its practitioners. The research problem is 
expressed as follows: What are the opinions of secondary and high school mathematics teachers and 
mathematics teacher candidates about HTTM learning process? 
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The sub-problems of the study were determined as follows: 

1) On what aspects/characteristics of HTTM did secondary and high school mathematics teachers and 
mathematics teacher candidates present their opinions? 

2) How did secondary and high school mathematics teachers and mathematics teacher candidates 
express their opinions about these aspects/characteristics related to HTTM learning process 
(advantage, disadvantage and suggestion)? 

2. Method 

2. 1. The Design of the Study 

The study is a basic qualitative research study conducted with a qualitative understanding. The reason 
why this kind of research is adopted in this study is because of the fact that basic qualitative research 
studies, by describing any situation and process, aim to display how a process takes place and what 
kind of process is followed in the realization of truth (Merriam, 2009). 

2. 2. Participants 

The sample of the study consisted of three secondary school maths teachers working in different 
secondary schools and three high school math teachers working in different high schools in Turkey 
during 2016-2017 academic year, five senior class students who are secondary school mathematics 
teacher candidates taking teaching practice course and applying teaching practices at different 
secondary schools and five high school mathematics teacher candidates applying teaching practices at 
different high schools. The study was conducted with a total of 16 participants (6 teachers and 10 
teacher candidates). In the selection of the participants, criterion sampling method, one of the 
purposeful sampling methods, was used. Prior to the study, a five-week training on HTTM learning 
process (see Figure 4) was conducted under the leadership of the researcher with the secondary school, 
high school mathematics teachers, mathematics teacher candidates and researchers.  Then, the teachers 
and teacher candidates carried out a HTTM practice with the students in classroom environment. In 
this way, a rich source of data related to HTTM learning process were tried to be obtained at both 
secondary and high school level. The findings were presented by giving the participants codes (see 
Table 1). 

Table 1.  

Participant Codes 

Participant Codes Teacher / Teacher Candidates 
T1 School A / Secondary School Mathematics Teacher 
T2 School B / Secondary School Mathematics Teacher 
T3 School C / Secondary School Mathematics Teacher 
T4 School D / High School Mathematics Teacher 
T5 School E / High School Mathematics Teacher 
T6 School F / High School Mathematics Teacher 
T7 G University / Secondary School Maths Teacher Candidate 1 
T8 G University / Secondary School Maths Teacher Candidate 2 
T9 G University / Secondary School Maths Teacher Candidate 3 

T10 G University / Secondary School Maths Teacher Candidate 4 
T11 G University / Secondary School Maths Teacher Candidate 5 
T12 H University / High School Maths Teacher Candidate 1 
T13 H University / High School Maths Teacher Candidate 2 
T14 H University / High School Maths Teacher Candidate 3 
T15 H University / High School Maths Teacher Candidate 4 
T16 H University / High School Maths Teacher Candidate 5 
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2. 3. Data Collection Instruments 

The data of the study is comprised of video analysis of the interviews conducted through semi-
structured interview form with the secondary and high school mathematics teachers and mathematics 
teacher candidates. The semi-structured interview technique that existed in the classification of Aiken 
(1997) and Punch (2005) was made use of. While the interview questions were being prepared, HTTM 
learning process of Hıdıroğlu and Özkan Hıdıroğlu (2016) was taken into consideration. In the 
interview, the opinions related to the structure of HTTM learning process, its applicability, 
effectiveness, its effect on conceptual learning, its suitability with the curriculum, the assessment and 
evaluation process and the application process were tried to be revealed.  

In the process of developing of the interview form, two experts in the field other than the researcher 
reviewed the form and the necessary adjustments were performed based on the expert opinions. Before 
the interview form was presented to the participants, a pilot study was carried out with two people 
having the same characteristics as the participants, and the general and probing questions were given 
their final forms. 

2. 4. Data Collection Process 

The data collection process of the study is as follows: 

1) Selecting the mathematics teachers and mathematics teacher candidates: Firstly, with the aim of 
identifying the opinions about HTTM learning process, it was planned to conduct studies with both the 
secondary and high school mathematics teachers/teacher candidates. In this respect, the candidates 
determined to be involved in the study were informed through a form explaining the purpose and 
process of the study. The participants were selected in accordance with the feedback and willingness 
of the mathematics teachers and mathematics teacher candidates. 

2) Training of the teachers and teacher candidates on modeling and HTTM learning approach: A 
contact was maintained with the teachers and teacher candidates and according to their availability, 
they were trained on modeling and HTTM learning process through sessions and modeling practices 
for a total of 25 hours during a five-week period (see Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. A Five-Week HTTM Training Process of the Participants 

3) Conducting in-class practices that constitute HTTM learning process: The math teachers (in the 
schools where they work) and the mathematics teacher candidates (within the scope of their teaching 
practices course) firstly carried out different practices that include HTTM-supported mathematical 
modeling problems with their students in the relevant schools (secondary and high schools) 
individually or in group in the classes they chose. In this process, the researcher guided the teachers 
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about what they could do before the lessons. The teachers and teacher candidates, on the other hand, 
selected whatever HTTM activities they liked and then conducted these in-class HTTM-supported 
learning practices for about four weeks including a total of approximately 15 hours. 

4) Conducting the semi-structured interviews at the end of the training and practices provided: 
Individual interviews were conducted with 16 participants and these interviews were video-recorded. 
78 pages of video analyzes obtained at the end of the interviews formed the data of the study. 

2. 4. Analysis of the Data 

Content analysis technique was used in the research. In this way, deeper and systematic explanations 
about the participants' opinions on HTTM learning approach were presented. The process of data 
analysis in the study is as follows: 

1) Coding the data 

2) Identifying the temporary categories 

3) Making the codes suitable for the categories 

4) Finalization of the temporary categories 

5) Defining the general characteristics of the categories 

6) Determining differences between the categories 

7) Organizing the findings in accordance with the aim of the study, the codes and categories obtained 

In the analysis of the data, interrater reliability was calculated as 87%. Miles and Huberman (1994) 
signified that an interrater reliability with 80% at least is a good level for qualitative reliability. 
Accordingly, it was seen that in the study the interrater reliability was high. While the findings of the 
study are presented, the categories emerging are described with the relevant data in detail (Patton, 
2002). For the reliability issue, while collecting the data, peer review and control strategies (Merriam, 
2013) were taken into consideration and the procedure in the study was explained in detail (Charmaz, 
2006). 

3. Findings and Discussion 
As a result of the individual interviews conducted with the secondary/high school mathematics 
teachers and mathematics teacher candidates, it was seen that the participants generally highlighted 
how HTTM learning process contributed to them, what difficulties they experienced in HTTM 
learning process and what could be done for these problems. The two-dimensional categories that are 
discussed in this regard are presented in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Two-dimensional categories obtained as a result of data analysis 
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3. 1. Preparation 

The participants stated that they were able to create an effective learning environment with the 
students when they made the necessary preliminary studies in HTTM learning process (such as 
identifying possible interesting and different solutions/opinions/ strategies by the students, defining the 
important concepts and their roles for the solution in the required disciplines, taking into 
consideration students' prior knowledge in various disciplines) and supplied the appropriate materials. 
T7 noted that before he had implemented HTTM activities, he had thought about the solution in detail 
and had taken notes. T2 stated that he showed his own solution to the teachers from different 
disciplines before the implementation, a situation which, he said, provided advantages for him while 
applying the practice. T5 reported that he had discussed the solution with the physics teacher before 
the application and talked to him about possible student attitudes. T5 also emphasized that it is of great 
importance for the teacher to be prepared in order to implement such activities effectively. T15 stated 
that he had solved the problems beforehand and examined whether the prior knowledge of the class in 
which he was going to make the implementation was sufficient for the solution. 

T7: Before applying The Ancient Theater (referring to HTTM activity), I thought a lot about the solution 
of the problem and took notes to remember in class. 

T2: I tried to solve the Alexandria Lighthouse (referring to HTTM activity) problem myself first. Later, I 
showed the parts that I am not sure about and the solution that I found to the science, geography and 
computer teachers. This provided me advantage. I became more helpful to the students and was less 
stressful. 

T5: We discussed with the physics teacher about the motions of the planets and thought about the 
different solutions that the students could present. After all, the teacher must be prepared for the 
applicability of such activities, otherwise the teacher will have difficulty during the application. 

T15: I had solved HTTM problems that I would apply beforehand. Upon thinking about the class of 
implementation, I decided to implement them after making sure that their prior knowledge was enough 
for the solution. 

3. 2. Time 

The participants mentioned that the preparation, implementation and evaluation of HTTM activities 
were very time consuming. T2 stated that in order to practice one HTTM activity, at least 6-7 lesson 
hours are required. T2 also highlighted that the teachers who have already reported that they do not 
have sufficient time in general might not devote time to HTTM activities. T11 said that such activities 
required a long preparation and this would cause difficulties for the teacher in the first practices. T11 
stated that the teachers can get prepared for HTTM-supported course process in a shorter time than the 
time they spend to gain experience. T5, on the other hand, suggested that newspaper articles and 
readiness questions of HTTM activities should be given to the students before the lesson and the 
students should come to the class by getting prepared. In this way, he added, there would be less 
problems related to time. 

T2: I think; the teacher should allocate 6-7 lesson hours in the learning process of a HTTM activity. 
Currently, teachers complain that there is not enough time. No matter how different and effective these 
activities are, teachers may not be able to use them because they take a lot of time. I think I'll use it but 
everyone may not think like me. 

T11: Such activities require a long preparation and this is hard for the teacher. Maybe the teacher can 
gain experience as she practices it. In this way, these can be prepared in a shorter time. But I think it will 
be difficult in the beginning. This will also be time consuming. 

T5: HTTM learning process takes a lot of time both before and after the practice. I thought it might be 
something to save time. We can in advance give the students the history-based text that we first provided, 
even later with the readiness questions. Children can answer them beforehand and then come to class. so 
time is saved. I did the applications in class, but I suppose I will do it like that later. In this way, children 
get prepared for the class in advance. 
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3. 3. Flexibility 

The participants emphasized that it is very easy to use a HTTM activity at different class levels and 
that such activities can be handled at all levels. For example, T1 stated that he implemented HTTM 
activities at different levels in secondary school and HTTM activities created effective learning 
environments for all levels. 

T1: I applied the same HTTM practice in the 6,7 and 8th classes and in all of them the students tried to 
solve the problem enjoyably. This is also a great convenience for the teacher. Even though the students' 
levels were different, they created a process that was suitable for their level. Even in the 6th grade, 
different ideas emerged and they were better in some subjects than in the other upper classes. 

A high school mathematics teacher T5 emphasized that technology entered in the process in 
accordance with the mental structure of the students and that it was not a must for the student to use 
technology in HTTM as long as it was not necessary. T5 said that students were more comfortable in 
the solution when they did not feel obliged to use the technology, and could create more creative ideas 
with technology when they wanted. 

T5: In HTTM, the student who determines the integration of technology into the learning process 
according to his/her own mental structure makes use of technology if he likes to. This makes them more 
comfortable. When they don't feel obligated to use it, they are more comfortable in the solution and can 
create more creative ideas with technology. 

Differently, T7 stated that the structure of HTTM problems can be adjusted according to the level of 
the students. T7 added that when he wanted to apply the problem situation given for the 8th grade to 
the lower classes, he decreased the number of the variables and simplified some sentences in the 
newspaper article. 

T7: We can make changes in the structure of HTTM problems according to student levels. For example, I 
wanted to make practice in the 5th grade, and unlike the 8th grade, I included numerical values for some 
variables in the problem situation. In this way, the problem situation became more appropriate to the 
learning level of 5th grade. I also split some sentences up in the newspaper article. I have had two 
sentences and I have made the sentences more understandable. I can say the lesson was as enjoyable as 
in the 8th grade. 

3. 4. Interdisciplinary Nature 

The participants suggested that the interdisciplinary nature of HTTM learning process constitutes a 
rich mental process and that they relate mathematics to different disciplines through the real life 
applications of history of science, theory and mathematical world. In addition, some teachers 
emphasized that the interdisciplinary structure of HTTM was felt more in some problems and 
therefore it was required to get help from teachers from different disciplines. T4 said that the HTTM 
activity of Kepler and the Motions of the Planets contained an interdisciplinary learning process in 
which maths and physics are intertwined, and that the interdisciplinary structure supported making 
associations and so provided conceptual learning.  

T4: The practice of Kepler and Motions of the Planets actually requires an absolute collaboration of 
mathematics and physics and covers many issues. In this sense, we were able to introduce the students 
into a rich process. It was different for them as well, but I'm sure they understood the topics better by 
associating them with each other. 

T6: With its basic understanding, learning process and theoretical background, HTTM learning model 
contributes considerably to different understandings and ideas by combining the factors that should not 
be ignored in mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology education such as technology, modeling, 
theory and history of science. The lighthouse activity I applied shows how intertwined physics and 
mathematics are. 

The participants emphasized that the interdisciplinary structure of HTTM learning process created 
difficult situations, such as in terms of allocating some common time by the teachers in different 
disciplines and determining how and in which course to apply the practice. T3 pointed out that he 
needed science teachers in problems involving science or geography issues and belived that this makes 
the process difficult for the teacher. 
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T3: I have obviously had problems with the lighthouse activity and the problems that require science 
knowledge. In those cases, I needed science teachers who could help me. Even it could be a geography 
teacher that could help me. It would have been easier if there was a process I could only handle on my 
own. Nevertheless, it's important that the practice is interdisciplinary. 

3. 5. Contemporary Skills 

The participants maintained the idea that HTTM learning process develops the main 21st century skills 
that are highlighted in the curriculum including creative thinking, questioning, mathematical 
modeling, digital skills, working with groups, conceptual association, mathematical communication. 
T9 emphasized that HTTM learning process develops the skills required for PISA and TIMSS and 
supports the contemporary skills by revealing all the levels in Revised Bloom's Taxonomy. T13 
asserted that HTTM learning environments improve students' cognitive and affective skills and 
provide opportunities for creative thinking and conceptual learning. 

T9: HTTM activities provide an appropriate learning environment for all levels of Revised Bloom's 
Taxonomy, as well as the development of basic knowledge and skills measured in international exams 
such as TIMSS and PISA.  

T13: The fact that students are continously exposed to HTTM activities in the learning process allows 
students to develop their creative thinking and conceptual understanding by minimizing cognitive and 
affective deficiencies. 

T4 emphasized that high-level mathematical models that were developed at the end of problem posing 
and dual modeling in HTTM learning process enhanced students' creative thinking skills while T2 
suggested that students engage in high-level conceptual learning processes with such practices and that 
they create original and high-level mathematical models. 

T4: The exploratory models introduced in HTTM learning process allow students to think creatively. 

T2: By involving problem posing and multiple modeling process into the high level conceptual learning 
process through HTTM activities, students push their boundaries both in terms of concept and skills. 
Thanks to the advanced mathematical thinking skills that appear, creative thinking skills are developed 
and students are provided with the opportunity to create original and high-level mathematical models. 

3. 6. Integration of Technology 

The participants revealed that a learning environment intertwined with technology (video, animation, 
photography, graphic calculator, GeoGebra, calculator, etc.) was created in HTTM learning process. 
T5 stated that his students did not want to use technology at the beginning of HTTM learning process, 
but they used technology since they believed it was necessary even though they did not have to. T5 
maintained that with the use of technology in the HTTM learning process, numerous important 
opportunities (such as discovery of knowledge, indicating the relationship between variables, making 
the analysis of models easier, eliminating operational difficulties, concretising abstract concepts, 
visualizing formulas, demonstrating the relationship between concepts) were utilized. T13 stated that 
digital competence is essential in 21st century curricula and HTTM supported learning environments 
both improve students' digital competencies and support their learning. 

T5: Although HTTM does not oblige students to use technology, it somehow incorporates technlogy into 
the process. Once the student realizes the benefit of technology, he/she starts to regard it as necessary. 
The ones who declared that they would not use it in the first HTTM practices used it in the later stages. 
Products of technlogy such as softwares, pictures, animation and videos provide students with an 
environment in which they can contribute to the development of appropriate strategies for the discovery 
of knowledge, to interact with each other and to make discussions. It facilitates the analysis of 
mathematical models by providing an understanding of the relationship between variables. With the use 
of technology in the problem solving process, operational difficulties are eliminated, abstract concepts 
become concrete, mathematical relations and formulas are visualized and relations between concepts are 
concretised. 

T13: Digital skills are now an essential competence area in the learning process. Digital environments 
are vital for students to acquire the necessary skills and learn the necessary mathematical concepts. 
HTTM also highlights the importance of technology for mathematics and learning. 
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3. 7. Integration of History of Science 

The participants stated that dealing with the important figures, problems, theories and events in the 
history of science through narration during HTTM learning process increased the students' motivation 
and enhanced the memorability of the concepts. In addition, the participants alleged that they hadn't 
included the problems in the history of mathematics in their courses before and that they lacked the 
relevant knowledge in this direction. T1 emphasized that it was the first time that he included the 
history of science in his course and that the motivation of the students was high. T1 added that the 
students who normally had less attention in the course also tried to participate actively in this process. 
T6 suggested that the history of science made the lesson enjoyable. According to T6, the students 
learned mathematical concepts better in the history of science. T4 emphasized that the fact that HTTM 
activities are intertwined with the history of science created a very effective learning environment, but 
when he does not have any HTTM activities in hand, he cannot create such activities himself and he 
does not have much idea about how to create such activities. 

T1: Obviously, I have never mentioned the history of mathematics in my lessons before. In this sense, I 
felt uneasy; but I realized that the students' motivation was quite high. Even the students who didn't listen 
to my lectures often took the floor. That was nice. 

T6: The lesson was very enjoyable. The students attentively listened to the scientific developments in the 
old city of Alexandria. They made different inferences. I wouldn't have attracted much attention if I had 
given the lighthouse problem of Alexandria with a direct lighthouse photograph without storifying. 
Children felt history. 

T4: Thanks to the history of science, HTTM learning process creates an effective lesson. If I were a 
parent of a student who watched the course from outside, I would find the course and the teacher 
qualified. But there's a problem here. I can't design them when my HTTM activities are finished. I don't 
have much idea on how to design it (laughs). 

3. 8. Group Work 

The participants affirmed that their students did not use to make group works; however together with 
HTTM learning process, they exhibited a more effective mental process and they improved both 
verbal and mathematical communications by increasing their intra-group and inter-group interactions. 
According to T16, students were more successful in group work than individual work in HTTM 
learning process and were able to create synergy within the group. This enabled them to have a 
positive attitude towards working with group. T1 indicated that his students were not used to group 
work; however, they reported that together with HTTM process they would like to have more group 
works. T1 also stated that the students were more active through group work in HTTM learning 
process and that the students got help from each other.  

T16: The fact that the students continuously listen to and communicate with their friends creates an 
environment that increases their social interaction and mathematical communication skills... students 
working in group complement each other. In this way, they learn from each other and they are more 
successful than when they work individually. When they realise this, they want to work together more. 

T1: Our students are not accustomed to group work but I saw that they wanted to work together during 
my HTTM practice. So if I do this way, the students will be more active. In this respect, I think, such a 
thing is easier for the teacher as he/she will not have to constantly explain something. There is a lot of 
noise in group work, but the students get a lot of help from each other. 

3. 9. Metacognitive Skill 

In HTTM learning process, the students constantly organized their own thoughts by listening to 
different thoughts in the group. The students tried to contribute to the group with the ideas they 
organized. T11 emphasized that the students who participated in the group discussions during HTTM 
learning process made self-evaluations and this improved their metacognitive skills (such as realizing 
their deficiencies, developing themselves, improving their incompetencies). 

T11: It enables the students to participate in the solution and realize their deficiencies. Effective 
environments in which they can develop themselves and improve their incompetencies are created. 
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T4 emphasized that after seeing different solutions, students questioned the effectiveness of their own 
solutions and thoughts in the learning process. According to T4, the students revised or changed their 
thoughts while reaching the ideal solution during HTTM learning process (HTTM activities at 
Aspendos Antique Theater and at Alexandria Lighthouse). 

T4: Students saw different solutions in HTTM practice and questioned their own solutions. Some revised 
their thoughts, others completely changed them. I think this process is effective. They thought about how 
to make a better solution. This was the case for the activity of the Ancient Theater and the Lighthouse. 

3. 10. Conceptual Understanding 

The participants stated that HTTM activities support conceptual learning through presenting the real 
life applications (giving context) of mathematics in a technology supported environment, introducing 
the historical development process of the related mathematical or other concepts (physics, chemistry, 
biology) and revealing relationships with other concepts (association). T6 stated that the practices in 
HTTM prevented students from memorizing; because he stated that such practices cannot be done via 
memorization. According to T6, problems used in textbooks are not sufficient for students' conceptual 
learning. T6 stated that in the HTTM activity he applied in his class, his students associated many 
important concepts (motion, function, equation, distance, velocity, acceleration, integral, gravitation, 
the planets and their positions) and discussed these concepts with their context in real life. T6 and T14 
emphasized that HTTM learning process provided effective learning. T14 added that since there were 
open-ended problems in HTTM and real-life situations involving more than one concept, the students 
were trying to solve the new situation that they just encoured with what they already knew. 

T6: With these activities, students will be away from memorizing. Because it's not something to memorize. 
It requires different and flexible thinking. There are many questions that are based on the formula in the 
textbooks and there is information in the problem only enough to apply the formula, and those questions 
do not even measure whether students can distinguish the necessary information. … That's why students 
fail in the international PISA and TIMSS exams. In the application of motions of the planets, many 
concepts such as motion, function, equation, distance, velocity, acceleration, integral, gravitation, the 
planets and their positions are associated. I think the child perceives how this can happen in real life and 
understands it more effectively. 

T14: Conceptual learning is important to us. In this process, the student first understands what 
mathematical concepts mean in real life and how they intertwine with mathematics. Solutions are also 
associated with too many issues. Since there are no questions that direct the student, the student tries to 
go to the conclusion by associating new knowledge with what he knows. 

3. 11. Project 

The participants stated that the rich mental processes that emerged in HTTM learning process 
provided them creative and good ideas for project work. For example, T4 maintained that they would 
implement a project with some students from the HTTM activity namely Kepler and Motions of the 
Planets and they would get help from geography, physics and chemistry teachers in this process. T10 
also stated that HTTM activities are an essential resource for projects due to its rich content. 

T4: HTTM gave me very good ideas. For example, I was inspired by the problem of Motion of the 
Planets. With some of my students, we will visualize the Earth's motion relative to all planets and the 
Sun in the GeoGebra environment. For this, we will get some information about all the planets and the 
Sun from our geography, physics and chemistry teachers. This will be our project. 

T10: I think HTTM activities are a suitable resource for TUBITAK projects. We can create beautiful 
products by designing such activities with students. There's both technology and math history. The 
content is quite rich and different. 

3. 12. Problem Posing 

Generally, the participants stated that they had not done any problem posing activities with their 
students in the classroom before. However, they noted that the students were very willing in problem 
posing stage during HTTM learning process. In addition, T1 emphasized that during problem posing 
in this process, the students' work with the group was more productive due to the emergence of more 
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thoughts and more confident students. T6 said that with the problem posing and multiple modeling 
process, there were environments for students to think at high level. According to T6, the students 
performed more skillfully at this stage of HTTM learning process than the first stages. 

T1: I had never designed problems before. However, this process was very enjoyable. It may be because 
it was something new for the students, but working with the group rather than the individual work was 
more efficient in this process. More thoughts appeared and the students felt safer. 

T6: Students are experiencing the problem posing and multiple modeling process in the learning process 
with HTTM activities. In this way, the HTTM learning process puts them in the process of high-level 
thinking and pushes their limits both in terms of concept and skill. At the last stage, I would say that the 
students performed more skillfully than the first stages of the activity. The process made them better 
towards the end. 

T16 stated that in the designing of HTTM learning process, environments that improve students' 
creative thinking skills were created. He also highlighted that the students produced many different 
thoughts and put forward ideas that would improve both themselves and the other students. T16 stated 
that some students had problems in transferring their thoughts to mathematics at this stage. 

T16: I think HTTM process created an environment to reveal their creativity and to help them break their 
habits. The students were free at this stage and raised many different ideas. I just saw that sometimes they 
found it hard to express what they thought mathematically. But the students surprised me and each other 
with their ideas. 

T10 asserted that HTTM learning process supported the students in reaching a richer mental process in 
the design process. In this way, the students were able to have better and higher level thoughts. T10 
also suggested that working with group was more effective in HTTM designing. 

T10: At this stage, I think that before they are asked to design a problem directly, creating an 
environment where they can use their experiences through the historical HTTM problem given to them 
creates a very effective designing process. The student has better thinking and I think he is designing 
more qualified problems. …During this phase, I got more efficiency in group work. 

3. 13. Motivation 

The participants emphasized that when HTTM learning process is supported by the history of science, 
technology and group work, a learning environment that keeps student motivation at a high level can 
be created. T1 stated that technology-aided mathematics learning made the lesson colorful and fun for 
the students, and added that HTTM learning process can also create such an environment. T13 
proposed that the more materials and technology are used in the lesson as in HTTM, the more students 
can participate in the lesson and the more effective and fun environment for the students can be 
created. 

T1: By integrating technology into the lesson, we make the lesson more colorful and fun. HTTM activities 
created such a learning environment. The students enjoyed the lesson very much. 

T13: I think that we eliminate or minimize any negative thoughts or prejudice against mathematics by 
using technology and physical materials as the lesson becomes more meaningful. In other words, the 
more materials and technology we use, the more active our students are. Thus, a permanent, meaningful, 
productive and entertaining lesson will be carried out and mathematics will no longer be an 
incomprehensible course for students. HTTM activities provided us with such an environment. 

3. 14. Evaluation 

The participants stated that HTTM learning process provided suitable environments for multiple 
evaluation techniques. According to the participants, in HTTM learning process, while students were 
performing in-group evaluation, self-evaluation and inter-group evaluation, the teacher developed a 
rich environment in which he could evaluate his students both individually and in groups. According 
to T3, in HTTM, appropriate environments were provided for the students to see their own 
deficiencies and develop their thoughts by participating in the evaluation. T3 also added that 
assessment environments in HTTM support students' metacognitive, empathy, social and 
communication skills. T6 reported that during HTTM process, the student actively questioned his/her 
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own thoughts, compared the thoughts in the group with his/her own thoughts and evaluated the 
perspective of different groups. T6 emphasized that the groups wanted to evaluate each other and the 
students produced very quality ideas. 

T3: HTTM is very suitable for the student to participate in the evaluation process. Active participation of 
students in assessment will improve their metacognitive skills and mental processes in terms of seeing and 
improving their own deficiencies. In addition, evaluating students' group-mates will support their 
empathy skills, social interactions and communication. 

T6: In HTTM, the student constantly questions his / her own thoughts and compares the thoughts in the 
group with his / her own thoughts. Groups also share their solutions with other groups. In this way, there 
is evaluation between the groups. I wanted the groups to evaluate each other by presenting their grounds, 
of course. I got very nice expressions. Some of them gave me ideas. Such environments greatly increase 
their awareness. 

T12 emphasized that as the students were constantly active in groups or individually in HTTM 
learning process, the teachers could find enough opportunities to monitor them, realize the 
shortcomings and eliminate these. T12 also remarked that there were many things that students learned 
and this enabled them to develop their own thoughts and give them better feedback. 

T12: Students are constantly talking and staying in the learning process while dealing with HTTM 
activities. Continuous progress does not create rupture in them. I was very comfortable as a teacher. One 
reason was that I was well prepared in advance and another one was that the lesson was student-centered 
so I didn't have to talk constantly. It also gave me the opportunity to listen to the students more efficiently. 
I had the opportunity to eliminate their missing sides. While listening to the students and the groups, I 
improved myself a lot. I think I gave the students more quality feedback. 

3. 15. Teacher Competency 

The participants believed that the teacher should have sufficient knowledge and skills in order for the 
HTTM learning process to proceed effectively and to improve teachers' attitudes towards using HTTM 
activities. T1 revealed that the fact that he had used GeoGebra with his students before was an 
advantage for him in HTTM learning process. T1 also added that HTTM implementation process will 
be difficult for those who do not use technological software such as GeoGebra. T6 suggested that 
teachers should reflect their knowledge and skills in technology-assisted field teaching in order to 
design effective HTTM activities and build HTTM learning process. In addition, according to T6, the 
teacher can develop the necessary skills in the application process; therefore, he said that he should be 
willing but not be afraid of the implementation. T8 emphasized that HTTM learning process provides 
an environment for the teacher to develop their in technology use, mathematical thinking, reasoning, 
synthesis, digital skills, creativity, and history-supported mathematics teaching. 

T1: I used GeoGebra with my students in my classes. This was an advantage for me and I had no 
difficulty in terms of technology. But those who have not used it will have some difficulty in the 
application process at first. 

T6: For HTTM activities, the teacher should be willing to improve himself in many ways. It is difficult to 
design effective HTTM activities. I think the implementation process is also difficult. Not every teacher 
can do that. At this stage, the teacher should have teaching skills in fields including technology and 
history. I think there will be environments where he can develop such skills if he is willing to implement 
the process. The teacher should not be afraid but willing. 

T8: HTTM learning process also develops teachers. It supports the use of technology and the 
development of digital competence. In addition, the open-ended structure, creativity of the problem 
posing process, the ability to synthesize, reasoning, mathematical thinking, the ability to use history in 
lessons always increases. In my opinion, if the teacher continually makes use of such problems (HTTM 
activities), he/she becomes much better than the previous states. 

3. Conclusion  
In this study, individual interviews were conducted with secondary school / high school mathematics 
teachers and mathematics teacher candidates who received a five-week training on mathematical 
modeling and HTTM learning process and then used HTTM activities in the classroom environment, 
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and their opinions on HTTM learning process were identified. As a result of the data analysis, a two-
dimensional structure related to HTTM learning process was obtained. In the first dimension of the 
findings 15 themes were obtained. These are preparation, time, flexibility, interdisciplinary nature, 
contemporary skills, technology integration, history of science integration, working with groups, 
metacognitive skills, conceptual understanding, projects, problem posing, motivation, evaluation and 
teacher competency. In the second dimension of the findings; benefits, difficulties and suggestions 
related to 15 themes were put forward. In this section, the results of the study are compared with the 
literature. 

Under the theme of Preparation, it was concluded that a strict preliminary preparation was required 
for HTTM learning process and that it was difficult for the teacher to deal with open-ended problems. 
Zawojevski, Lesh & English (2003), Lesh & Doerr (2003), Şahin & Eraslan (2018) and Pilten, Serin & 
Işık (2016) also emphasized the difficulty and importance of the preparation stage prior to modeling 
activities. It can be said that the multi-dimensional structure in HTTM makes pre-preparation even 
more necessary. Tekin Dede and Bukova Güzel (2014) stated that “preparation” stage is the first of the 
four basic stages in model building activities. Producing resource books containing HTTM activities 
and possible solutions to prevent difficulties in pre-preparation and supporting teachers by experts in 
the preparation process can provide a more effective learning process. 

Under the theme of Time, it was concluded that it was difficult to allocate sufficient time in the lessons 
for HTTM activities and therefore this learning process could be applied at most two or three times 
during a semester. Blum (1991) and Şen-Zeytun (2013) mentioned that one of the difficulties in 
mathematical modeling applications is that they are time consuming. Lesh & Doerr (2003) argued that 
since model eliciting activities take a long time, they should be given as project assignments. It was 
suggested by the participants that some parts could be given to students as homework in order to make 
more applications. Teachers can associate Flipped classroom system with HTTM learning process in 
order to eliminate the time problem in HTTM applications. With the understanding of flipped 
classroom, newspaper article in HTTM learning process (first two basic steps) can be presented in a 
way that students can work outside of the classroom. The solutions of the problems designed can be 
discussed in the classroom. According to the teacher/teacher candidates, the learning process in the 
courses of other disciplines can be structured if necessary in line with the content of relevant HTTM 
activities. 

As for Flexibility theme, it was concluded that the HTTM learning process and activities were flexible 
(can be changed depending on the situation or circumstances). Since the main purpose of this kind of 
learning environment is to provide learning and create rich mental environments, it is possible to make 
changes based on the level of the students in the weight of the dimensions, the use of technological 
software, the process and the structure of the problem in order to be effective in such environments. In 
this sense, HTTM learning process with its flexible structure takes into account the Educational 
modeling approach. According to Mousoulides, Christou & Sriraman (2006), mathematical modeling 
in secondary and high school mathematics curriculum enables students to produce more flexible 
solutions to events with the help of mathematics. Gürbüz, Çavuş Erdem, Şahin, Temurtaş, Doğan, 
Doğan, Çalık and Çelik (2018) also mentioned the importance of flexibility of interdisciplinary 
mathematical modeling activities which constitute an interdisciplinary learning environment like 
HTTM. Mathematical modeling is a cyclical process in which temporary models are developed and 
refined depending on the creativity of students (Blum & Leiß, 2007; Czocher, 2013; Lesh, Hoover, 
Hole, Kelly & Post, 2000). This view explains the flexibility in the construction of mathematical 
models and even in the evaluation of mathematical models. The modeling process first gives the 
modeler the opportunity to correct errors. It then provides opportunities for researchers who examine 
the modeling process to go beyond assessing the accuracy of mathematical operations or assessing the 
existence (or level) of mathematical concepts. Furthermore, in the mathematical modeling process, the 
process of designing the model is at the forefront rather than the model's appropriateness. In the 
solution of a problem, it is possible to encounter different but quality mathematical models. This 
flexibility promotes creativity and provides an environment that reassures the student. 

In the Interdisciplinary Nature theme, it was concluded that HTTM learning process brought together 
different disciplines such as mathematics, physics and geography and supports the conceptual 
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understanding by revealing the relationship between concepts in different disciplines in the context of 
real life. Blomhøj & Kjeldsen (2006), English (2009), Lingefjärd (2006), Blomhøj & Jensen (2007), 
Maaß (2006), English & Watters (2004), English (2015), English, Hudson & Dawes (2013), Doğan, 
Şahin, Çavuş Erdem & Gürbüz (2018) considers mathematical modeling, which is the basic dimension 
of HTTM learning approach, as an effective tool for interdisciplinary learning environments such as 
STEM. The training of individuals who can establish interdisciplinary relationships and have the skills 
of model building will provide individuals with the necessary basic knowledge throughout their lives 
(Thomas & Hart, 2010).  

Under the theme of contemporary skills, it was concluded that in HTTM learning process (especially 
dual modeling and problem posing, technology-supported mathematical modeling process), the 
students used the historical modeling problem to design and solve the current mathematical modeling 
problems, and to associate them with the old problems, creating rich mental environments that reveal 
the skills needed today. According to Blomhøj & Kjeldsen (2006), Blum & Niss (1989), English 
(2009), Lingefjärd (2006), English & Watters (2004), Frejd (2012) and Maaβ (2011), the transfer of 
real-life environments into mathematics in the learning process is essential in the development of basic 
skills.  In addition, in their study, Cinar, Pırasa & Sadoglu (2016), Egli (2012), Eroglu & Bektas 
(2016), Kızılay (2016), Lee, Park & Kim (2013), Thomas (2014), Wang (2012), Yıldırım (2016), 
Yıldırım & Türk (2018) stated that knowledge should be associated with daily life in learning process 
so that environments where students can improve their skills in current technology (such as technology 
literacy) and economy (financial literacy) can be created. HTTM activities can create environments 
that provide an appropriate learning process for all levels / stages of the development of basic 
knowledge and skills measured in exams such as TIMSS and PISA and revised Bloom's Taxonomy 
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). For this reason, the difficulties to be experienced in the first phase of 
HTTM activities should be regarded as normal and the students' current skills that need to be revealed 
and developed in this direction should be focused. Teachers should apply various adjustments in the 
activities, if necessary, taking into account the student level when implementing HTTM activities. 
This is important for students to overcome cognitive barriers. In this way, in the first stage, students 
can overcome their cognitive barriers to some extent and reveal a more effective learning process in 
the next process. 

Under the theme of integration of technology, it was determined that technology was not a must in the 
process of HTTM learning process; but when necessary, technology enabled the students to progress 
effectively in the process, increased their motivation and made them use their high level mental 
processes. Metin, Birişçi & Coşkun (2013) stated that technology improves the quality of learning. In 
addition, Hıdıroğlu & Bukova Güzel (2016; 2017) emphasized that although technology does not 
change the basic steps in the mathematical modeling process; it creates auxiliary components and 
enriches the sub-steps that shape the basic steps. Technology has also been important in the emergence 
of different mental processes and cognitive disabilities in HTTM learning process. The National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM] (1998) highlighted not only how technology can best 
support mathematical learning, but also how the existence of technology will affect students' 
mathematical strengths, different thinking and conceptual skills. However, in the light of basic 
computer sciences; computational thinking, an important field of study in HTTM learning process, 
which is defined as problem solving, system design and trying to understand human behavior (Wing, 
2006), and the effect of HTTM learning process on students' computational thinking skills can be 
important research subjects. 

Under the theme of integration of history of science, it was concluded that rich learning environments 
could be created by using problem situations in the history of science, emergence of theories, theorems 
and concepts, and plot. In addition, effective integration of technology and mathematical modeling 
with the history of science has been concluded to create suitable environments for conceptual learning 
and HTTM creates effective learning environments for contextual learning. The history of science 
discussed in the HTTM process, as Siu (2003), Swetz (1999) and Veljan (2000) suggested, presented 
an important map about the learning environment focusing on the problems and solutions of ancient 
mathematical scientists, both by revealing different possible solutions under limited conditions and by 
taking into consideration the development processes of concepts more effectively. With the integration 
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of the history of science into HTTM learning process, as Baki (2014) pointed out, historical problems 
and responses to these problems in history have been discussed, and according to the participants, the 
context of history of science supported the learning process in which students can improve their 
mathematical thinking skills and conceptual learning. In the integration of the history of mathematics 
into mathematics classes, Jankvist (2009) mentioned the role of "whys" and "hows". Based on the 
"whys", the history of mathematics helps to learn and teach mathematics with motivational, cognitive 
and evolutionary ways. To illustrate, the history of mathematics shows learners that mathematics is a 
product and endeavor of human (Freudenthal, 1981); brings alternative perspectives and solutions to 
mathematics issues, concepts and problems (Katz, 2007); and provides an important set of teaching 
practices in line with the breakpoints of the evolutionary development of mathematical thought in the 
historical process (Farmaki & Paschos, 2007).  While the use of the history of mathematics as an aim 
(whys) in the learning process deals with the sociological, epistemological and historical issues of 
mathematics, its use as a tool (hows) addresses the cognitive and affective skills such as learning 
mathematics, mathematical thinking, problem solving, attitude and motivation. Here HTTM learning 
process basically has a role of a tool; however, it does not ignore the role of an aim regarding the 
evolution of concepts and theories in the history of science. In this way, it is aimed to provide 
conceptual learning and develop the necessary skills in HTTM learning process. In this sense, it can be 
said that HTTM learning approach will be an effective theoretical framework for mathematics 
education research supported by the history of mathematics. HTTM learning process begins at first 
from a context and storyline supported by the history of science. Numerous researchers (Busse, 2011; 
Maaß, 2006; Busse & Kaiser, 2003; Galbraith & Stillman 2001; Şen-Zeytun, 2013; Hıdıroğlu, 2015; 
Hıdıroğlu & Bukova-Güzel, 2015; 2016) emphasize that context plays an important role in 
mathematical modeling studies. The participants mentioned the importance of the resources they 
would use in the design of HTTM activities. Alpaslan & Işıksal Bostan (2016) and Jahnkey (2000) 
also stated that there is a need for primary historical resources that teachers can access more easily. In 
addition, Alpaslan, Işıksal Bostan & Haser (2014), Fauvel (1991), Hıdıroğlu ve Can (2018), Hıdıroğlu 
& Özkan Hıdıroğlu (2016) also underlined the importance of developing the necessary skills for 
teachers to design mathematical history supported learning environments. 

In the theme of group work, the teachers and teacher candidates stated that although the students they 
were practicing with did not have previous experience, they performed effective group activities in 
HTTM learning process. In addition, it was concluded that working with group in HTTM learning 
process was vital in the development of students' communication and mathematical thinking skills and 
in creating synergies and that HTTM created appropriate learning environments in crowded 
classrooms for teachers' guidance. Urhan & Dost (2016), Hıdıroğlu & Bukova Güzel (2015; 2016; 
2017), Carreira & Baioa (2011), Fox (2006), Lesh & Doerr (2003) maintained that working with group 
creates effective learning environments. Maaß (2006) asserted that group work is crucial in the 
development of modeling competencies. Zawojewski, Lesh & English (2003) reported that synergy 
increases the interest and motivation of each group member in the modeling process and helps people 
to exceed their potential. According to Eraslan (2011), Zawojevski, Lesh & English (2003) and 
Watson & Chick (2001), by working with group during the modeling process, students are faced with 
higher levels of mental processes and able to cope with them. Zawojevski, Lesh & English (2003) 
proposed that in the modeling process, effective working environments can be created with groups of 
three or four people. In groups with more people, sub-groups within the group itself can appear and 
this affects the learning environment negatively (Zawojevski, Lesh & English, 2003). According to 
Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu (2016), it is of great importance to form groups of 3-5 people, to assign 
students with high level of technology skills to different groups and to create mixed groups 
considering the success level if HTTM learning process is to be carried out. 

Under the theme of metacognitive skills, it was concluded that in the learning process of HTTM, rich 
mental environments were created in which students could constantly question their thoughts. In this 
sense, intra-group discussions, inter-group mental interaction, and the efforts of groups to optimize 
their solutions by considering other solutions allowed for metacognitive activities in HTTM. 
Zawojevski, Lesh & English (2003) asserted that students form continuous hypotheses during the 
model building activities, test and develop these hypotheses, and review the model and solution in the 
process. Yimer & Ellerton (2006) reported that the plan and the results are evaluated as metacognitive 
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action in the solution process. According to Hıdıroğlu & Bukova Güzel (2015) and Magiera & 
Zawojevski (2011), students' metacognitive actions in the modeling process are fed from two sources: 
individual thoughts or experiences and group thoughts or experiences. Similarly, intergroup 
interaction plays an active role in HTTM learning process together with these two sources. Hurme & 
Järvelä (2001), Biryukov (2004), Schoenfeld (1992) and Blomhøj (1993) emphasised the existence of 
metacognitive actions by stating that students use previous experiences in problem solving and make 
connections between old and new ideas. In HTTM learning process, the current modeling problem 
design and dual modeling stages provide opportunities for similar environments. 

Under the theme of conceptual understanding, it was concluded that both handling concepts with the 
history of science and the internalization of technology with real life context in HTTM learning 
process supported conceptual learning. In the literature, Aydoğan Yenmez (2012), Urhan & Dost 
(2016) and English & Watters (2004) revealed that the mathematical modeling process supports 
conceptual understanding. Göker (1997) also added that if a person who learns a branch of science 
also learns the history of that science, this provides a deeper and more comprehensive knowledge of 
the concepts. Mousoulides, Chrysostomou, Pittalis & Christou (2010) and Lingefjärd (2000) stated 
that a technology-aided environment contributes to students' conceptual understanding and 
mathematical development in mathematical modeling process in schools. According to Rivers (2001), 
the use of more cognitive and metacognitive strategies in organizing information and attempting to 
reach a solution with a deeper and more abstract conceptual structure and schema are the 
characteristics of experienced and metacognitive skills learners. HTTM learning process creates 
effective learning environments for obtaining, comparing and correlating different representations of 
mathematical concepts and expressions with the help of dynamic software, the history of science and 
real-life situations. 

Under project and problem posing themes, it was concluded that HTTM learning process and 
activities led the teachers to identify project topics and design different problems. In addition, in 
HTTM learning process, the students were challenged to design skills and dual modeling. As Erduran 
(2013) and Siew, Amir & Chong (2015) stated, there is a need for students who are open to 
innovations, who have scientific curiosity and who are questioning. In HTTM learning process, it is 
essential to design and solve current modeling problems similar to the problem fed from the history of 
science (in accordance with socio-critical modeling understanding) both to reveal different solutions 
and to reach creative ideas based on what students know. Besides, the students were more confident 
and successful at designing, they were active and willing in the process. In this process, it was found 
out that some students had some problems in expressing their thoughts mathematically and the 
teachers helped them. According to Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu (2016), mathematical models 
created in HTTM learning process increases interaction and creativity and provides the environment 
for the emergence of high-level mathematical models (emergent or hypothetico-deductive models). 
Many researchers in the literature (Cotabish, Dailey, Robinson, & Hunghes, 2013; Kim & Choi, 2012; 
Rishowski, Todd, Wee, Dark & Harbor, 2009; Şahin, Ayar & Adıgüzel, 2014) reported that students 
should be in learning environments in which they will design and exhibit innovative ideas. 

Under the theme of motivation, it was concluded that the history of science, video, animation, 
photography, dynamic software, the relationship between real life context and mathematics and group 
activities increased students' motivation during HTTM learning process. Eric (2010), Maaβ (2011) and 
Özbilen (2018) asserted that mathematical modeling problems increase students' motivation. Yenilmez 
(2011), Baki (2008), Baki & Bütüner (2010), Sullivan (2000), Baki & Yıldız (2010), Fraser & Koop 
(1978) maintained that mathematics learning environments supported by the history of science 
increase students' motivation. According to Maaβ (2011), with the transfer of real-life environments to 
mathematics in the learning process, students realize the use of mathematics in daily life, have a desire 
to learn mathematics and are better motivated for lesson. According to Türker Biber, Akkuş İspir & 
Sonay Ay (2015), contexts should be handled with creative drama, and accordingly newspaper articles 
and problem situations in HTTM learning process can also be carried out with creative drama and the 
motivation of students can be increased. 

In the evaluation theme, it was concluded that HTTM learning process provides multiple assessment 
environments; HTTM activities are not only a tool for conceptual learning, but also an effective tool in 
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assessing learning. HTTM learning process allows for multiple assessment environments, such as 
checklists, observation, group and individual reports, intergroup, intra-group and self-assessment, 
portfolio assesment (also in digital form). Similarly, mathematical modeling problems/activities are 
effective tools in evaluating students (Borromeo Ferri, 2013; Peter Koop, 2009) and in developing 
their necessary knowledge and skills (Borromeo Ferri, 2006; Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Stillman, Galbraith, 
Brown & Edwards, 2007). Tekin Dede & Bukova Güzel (2013), Eraslan (2011), Yu & Chang (2009) 
revealed that the modeling process is not suitable for national examination systems. In recent years, 
countries have been focusing on new approaches, reviewing exam systems and improving curriculum 
modeling skills. On the other hand, it has been reported that teachers have difficulty in evaluating 
students' work in complex processes involving modeling such as HTTM activities (Blum & Niss, 
1991). As Asturias (1994), Coletti (1987), Sole (2013), Thompson & Senk (1998), Şahin & Eraslan 
(2018) pointed out, rubrics are important in the solution of open-ended problems while assesment and 
evaluation tools are essential in HTTM learning process as suggested by Hıdıroğlu and Özkan 
Hıdıroğlu (2016). In observing and evaluating the cognitive and metacognitive processes in HTTM 
learning process, teachers can use graded scoring keys, elaborate and re-create them by changing the 
main factors (Hıdıroğlu, 2018a). As Sezer (2005) reported, with the help of a rubric that enables 
teachers to observe various students of low levels, it is possible to determine what level the students 
have in any dimension.  

In terms of teacher competency, the teachers/teacher candidates believed that it is of great importance 
to improve themselves to make HTTM learning process effective. One of the most important 
components in HTTM learning process is the teachers who carry out this process and reveal the 
thoughts of their students. In order to fully serve the purpose of HTTM learning process, first of all, 
together with field knowledge, technological and pedagogical knowledge and skills of teachers and 
teacher candidates should be enhanced to a good level (Hıdıroğlu & Özkan Hıdıroğlu, 2016). HTTM 
activities including mathematical modeling, technology and conceptual learning, the relationship 
between theory and practice in the learning process, and the history of science can be an important 
learning tool in undergraduate courses. Blum (2002), Blum & Ferri (2009) and Lingefjard (2007) 
stated that technological incompetencies of teachers’ function as an important obstacle for teachers to 
create effective learning environments including mathematical modeling and emphasized that their 
relavant competencies should be developed. Blomhøj & Kjeldsen (2006), Yu & Chang (2009), 
Thomas & Hart (2010) and Eraslan (2011) suggested that the teachers who experienced mathematical 
modeling for the first time experienced uncertainties, difficulties and discomforts at the beginning of 
the learning process with mathematical modeling. Similarly, in the study, the teachers and teacher 
candidates maintained that HTTM-supported process increased their performance in the classroom. It 
is possible to reach similar results in the literature suggesting that teacher competency in modeling 
develops from experience (Bukova Güzel, 2011). In order to overcome inadequacies, it is vital that 
teachers and teacher candidates gain experience through frequent exposure to such environments. In-
service trainings or projects should be supported to develop their skills in designing such activities so 
that teachers can become a good practitioner of HTTM activities in the classroom. 

HTTM learning model structured through dealing the modeling approaches with a holistic and 
pragmatic point of view, aims to develop basic concepts and technology-supported modeling skills in 
technology-supported modeling process by making use of the history of science, mathematics, 
physics, chemistry and biology theories. It is thought that HTTM learning model will be an important 
tool for learning process by combining the factors that should not be ignored in education. Since it is 
the product of a postmodernist understanding, HTTM learning approach, which has a more flexible 
structure within itself, provides various opportunities for the teacher in structuring a process in 
accordance with the class levels, facilities and student competencies. There are ongoing practices at 
various levels about the effects of the HTTM learning process, which was designed by the author in 
the light of literature, on learning, and there exist studies conducted in progress to reflect the 
theoretical basis of HTTM. 
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